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Don’t just have satisfied CUSTOMERS.

Convert them to your

F A N S
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AMEPOS
AMEPOS is a cloud -based Point Of Sale
software designed exclusively to serve
Retails and Restaurants.

The idea behind creation of AMEPOS was to
simplify the workflow by optimizing time
spent in each department.

The Cloud-based ecosystem helps you to
access real time data of stocks, customers,
purchase, sales etc.
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25+
Hardware
PARTNERS

40+
Business
Products

8+
Years Of
Specialization

3000+
Happy
Clients

7+
COUNTRIES



RESTAURANTS & RETAILS
Software designed exclusively to scale up the business of



OUR PRODUCTS
- ONLINE/OFFLINE POS (Point of Sale)

- AME WEB & MOBILE ORDERING APP

- AME WAITER APP

- AME SALES APP

- AME E-COMMERCE

- AME DELIVERY AGENT APP

- AME TAB POS (Android | iOS)

- AME VENDOR APP

- AME QR ORDERING

- KITCHEN DISPLAY SYSTEM

- WHATSAPP ORDERING

- AME E-MENU

- AME E-WALLET

- AME PAMENT GATEWAY
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In today’s casual and fine dining environments,customers
expect the highest levels of service with the shortest
possible wait times for food and drink. To achieve this,
AMEPOS provides a responsive, point of sale system that
balances ease of use with advanced functionality.

RESTAURANT

Fine dine Bakery Coffee shop Pubs & Bars

Food TruckIce cream
parlour

QSR Food Court
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FEATURES
- Touch Pos
- Order Taking Mobile App
- Inventory & Production
- Integrated Payment Gateway
- Whatsapp Notification
- Recipe & Management
- Tip & Check Handling
- Tax Management
- CRM & Promotion
- Food Costing/ Wastage
- Reports
- Cloud Pos
- Security System
- Restaurant Chain
- Happy Hours / Time Event
- Coupons / Discounts
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Retail is undergoing significant transformation as the
balance of power shifts to the consumer. AMEPOS
integrates evolving technology with new engagement
models that takes advantage of dynamic competitive
landscape in the industry to serve the empowered
consumer.

RETAIL

Super Market Hyper Market Spa & Saloon Stationery

ElectronicsApparels Fitness Laundry
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FEATURES
- Inventory System
- Smart Reports
- Tax Management
- Mobile Online Ordering App
- CRM & Loyalty
- Multistore Management
- Purchase & Reorder
- Security System
- Cloud POS
- Happy Hours / Time Event
- Coupons / Discounts
- Integrated Payment Gateway
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With shoppers and food lovers using a range of devices,
browsers and carriers, E-Commerce websites need to
deliver content and web applications quickly in a variety
of scenarios.

E-COMMERCE

Boutique Foods
Restaurants

Grocery Electrical &
Electronic

Super Market Furniture
& Decor

Medicine Personal Care
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FEATURES
- User-friendly navigation
- Delivery Agent App
- Integrated Accounts
- Easy Inventory Management
- Shopping cart
- Loyalty program
- Integrated Payment Gateway
- Chatbot
- Product filtering and sorting
- Store management
- Payment, Taxes
- Location management
- SEO management
- Multilevel security
- Responsive design
- Root file upload
- Live Tracking System
- Bulk SMS & Email Integration
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OUR APPLICATIONS TO BOOST
YOUR BUSINESS

E COMMERCE APP SALES APP WAITER APP QR DIGITAL MENU VENDOR APP DELIVERY APP
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AME Waiter is the perfect restaurant mobile app for
stewards to capture the guest needs right from seating to
settlement along with preferences at a faster pace which
results in improved guest satisfaction.

AME WAITER APP
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AME SALES app manages one or multiple stores from the
same account. Manage inventory, visualize sales analytics,
acquire, retain, engage your customers and multiply their
average spend. Your analytics are in the cloud, always with
you.

AME SALES APP
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AMEPOS comes with a QR Code ordering system that lets
customers scan to see the menu, to order and to pay.

AME QR CODE ORDERING
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AME Web & Mobile Ordering app enables restaurants and
retailers to grow revenue and conduct business globally
while managing the complexity of keeping website and
application performance high and scaling instantly to
meet peak, seasonal web traffic.

AME WEB & MOBILE
ORDERING APP



AMEPOS comes with a Vendor App for organizing the
online orders and takeaway orders. Assign the online
orders to deliver and notify the takeaway orders to
customers once the order is ready. Track the order status
from your mobile.

AME VENDOR APP
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Own what's yours and connect with your customers without
3rd party intervention. Provide delivery with in-house staff
and directly get paid through your website. Be in control of
what's yours, forget 3rd parties and be the first point of
contact for customers. Provide delivery with your staff and
directly get paid through your website.

AME DELIVERY AGENT APP
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Equip your kitchen with the industry’s most durable all-in-one
kitchen display system (KDS). The AMEPOS KDS is simple to
install and is purpose-built with long-life embedded
components to withstand excessive exposure to heat, humidity,
grease, liquids, and heavy use.

Optimize kitchen workflows, food quality, and speed of service.
Prioritize color coded orders and updates from your restaurant
POS system, website, and mobile apps in real time. Use
predefined cook timings to break down each order, prioritize
preparation tasks, and automatically alert kitchen staff about
ticket times that have exceeded your restaurant’s standards.

AME KDS (Kitchen Display System)
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Windows, Cloud, Android & iOS
Experience the next-generation POS Software that does more than just billing.

Automate your Restaurant and Retail operations with AMEPOS software.

AMEPOS COMPATIBILITY
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AMEPOS INTEGRATED SYSTEM
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OUR CLIENTS



For Sales

For Support

Get In Touch
AMEPOS PVT LTD
2nd Floor, W110 Sree Gokulam Sabari Tower,
3rd Avenue, Anna Nagar, Chennai - 600 040, India.
Office - +91 93846 89068 (Mon - Sat)
contact@amepos.io
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+91 93846 89068, +91 96551 12341

+91 93636 02378


